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LC Beauty Pageant
There is great comfort in knowing that one may never
again witness so banal an event as the 1985 Miss Longwood
Pageant. Billed as "one of Virginia's best local pageants.'*
Saturday evening's show was rather an exercise in exploitation of these ten women who stood on the Jarman
Stage.
The notion of a beauty pageant—and there is no
escaping the simple fact that the Miss Longwood Pageant is
first and foremost a "beauty match"—brings to my mind
images of tanned, sultry women in long flowing gowns and
skimpy beach attire prancing about on stage to impress a
group of slobbering, toothless old men who judge women by
some subjective indicators perhaps as base as we can
imagine them to be. Admittedly, however, my mind is that of
a semi-pro cynic, and the average Longwood student may
see the pageant as something entirely different—more halos.
I suppose.
At any rate, my theme here is exploitation and I shan't
quibble over such minor interpretative differences; the Miss
Longwood Pageant exploits the women who participate in
it—never mind the fact that they volunteer for this madness—it is a foot race for a $1,500 purse in which the
contestants must show their bodies to a supposedly objective
group of judges hoping for top bids.
Talent is not an issue here, though the proponents of
any pageant will always claim it to be. The talent competition
in our beauty pageant is but a paltry attempt to justify the rest
of the travesty before us. If this extravaganza were indeed a
scholarship program as it has been called, there would be no
need for the scholarly young bodies in the competition to
parade about on stage in bathing suits. There would be no
need for an evening gown competition which limits one's
potential to one's assets. There would be no need for this
farce at all.

-MIA

Your Turn
To the Editor:
There is something incredibly
wrong with the mentality of the
people whose lives are so
securely embedded in the
functions of our democracy. The
cornucopia of living in America
is for you. You are the ones with
the opportunity of attending
college and/or working to make
your lives more profitable. To
those of you who placed the
rotting carcass of the dog in front
of the New Smoker: Your actions have spoken.
At some point in your lives, it
may be that you will be painfully
trying to exist on whatever
crumbs and water you can get
your hands on. Believe it or not.

SGA Elections
SGA ELECTIONS
Pick up petitions in the
Information Office or Frazier
249 and must be returned to
Frazier 249 by Friday. March
29, at 1 p.m. Two major SGA
offices will be filled next week.

Classified ads are where it's
at when it comes to the
Longwood Grapevine. You too
can see your dirt in print for the
super low price of 15 cents per
word. The minimum ad must
be at least ten words (or
$1.50). Ads may be read over
our answering machine if
payment is received by Friday.
To place ads by phone call 24012. Classified ads may also
be turned In on Sunday

evening while the stall is
"working " I he Rotunda offi< i
is lot ated In Lankford neat the
post off!

outside your comfortable,
secure, and well-fed lives, there
are people starving to death. It's
not happening only in Africa, it's
all over—it's here in this
democracy that survives for your
benefit!
PLEASE!!! Put your money
and your energies where your
sick jokes are. Instead of making
worthless statements with
decaying flesh, please help those
who are desperately fighting to
stay alive!
To Blackwell Dining Hall: The
improvements in the quality and
preparations of our meals are
greatly appreciated!
Anastasia McDonald

STUDENT UNION
CHAIR
IAA CHAIR
(Candidates must have a 2.3
GOA)
An amendment to the
Student Government Constitution will also be voted on
Section S—Academic Affairs
Advisory Board
(A) Purpose

the
■•::

•

■

Government Association with a
link to the administration
regarding academic affairs.
(B) Membership
The Academic Affairs
Advisory Board shall consist oi
the vice-president acting as
chair with one representative
from each academic depart
ment making up the balance of
the board.
(C) Powers
The Academic Affairs
Advisory Board shall have the
power to function as a
representative voice for the
student body to the administration on academic
matters.
(D) Meetings
The
Academic Affairs
Advisory Board shall meel
fortnightly or as deemed
i of the

Board
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Houseknecht On Spring Fashions
By Eric T. Houseknecht
Last Wednesday was the first
day of spring, a time when
students (myself included) in
variably ignored the better
advice of their mothers and did
not wait until Memorial Day to
ik out their spring fashions
Shorts of all lengths and styles
were seen atop legs varying in
pigment from "savage tan" to
those whiter than fish bellies
The sunniest of days had
precocious students donning
their
Ray bans,
not
for
protection from the sun, but
rather to ward off the glare from
those offensively pale shins
yetting their first exposure of the
year.
You,
the men of the
Longwood community, slaves to
fashion that you are (could
anything be more obvious?) are
undoubtedly asking yourselves.
What will the well-dressed man
be wearing this spring?" and
"How does my current collection
of duds stack up?" I must admit
that there are disconcerting
moments when the truth about
my wardrobe is impressed on
me About a month ago the clerk
at the dry-cleaners looked me
ever and said. "You know, we
narrow lapels for ten dollars, and
that includes cleaning."
That comment really struck a
nerve It ended the brief, but
nonetheless joyful period in my
life when I had felt good about
my wardrobe. Last semester I
read a New York Times interview with an incredibly wellbred patrician. Asked where he
bought his clothes, he smiled
and replied: "People of our sort
do not buy clothes. We have
them."
That sent a rush of joy through

me because I too, do not buy
clothes. I simply have them. I
certainly do not remember
picking them out in any store.
Unfortunately,
my euphoria
lasted only about one minute. It
occurred to me that a major
difference existed between n
and the patrician: The only
people who ever ask me where I
buy my clothes do so with a
smirk exposing their disdain for
my family's preference towards
plaid
Please understand. I am not
ideologically opposed to the
following of fashion. The belief
that real men do not drink white
wine or dress well is not part of
my psychological baggage
Every morning I spend considerable time trying to decide
whether to wear my favorite
brown shoes or my other brown
ones. 1 have a dresser drawer
filled with socks of many colors
that, while I rarely wear them, I
certainly own but just as certainly
never bought.
Still,
like
every
other
American male, I keep up with
fashion. Every fall when the
fashion supplements come out.
with their pictures of male
models in sleek Italian suits and
nubby sportswear. 1 take out one
of my wrinkled plaid sport coats
and strike a Continental pose
before the mirror. Somehow it's
not the same.
So. you see, we seriously
antiquated dressers are not
unaware
of contemporary
culture. And yet, you may not
realize how difficult it is for us to
tolerate a world where a man's
clothes are judged by how
recently he bought them
Modishly dressed men seem
unaware that their addiction to
newness betrays a spiritual

Rotunda models I rank Raio, Mirk Bak. i, i ri< Houseknei I
spn

ittil

inferiority The carefully casual
dresser would never admit it to
these dandies, but he is proud of
his wardrobe's antiquity If he
shopped for clothes, it would be
at Sotheby's.
Take for instance, the trusted
old suit with :"
mt patina,
which the uninstructed might
call a shine. Either your suit has
it or it doesn't The chronic bag
the knee is another true sign
of style, one of the innumerable
ways in
which old-clothes
loyalists
flash a sign of
recognition to one another. In
fact, any hint of press is a dead
giveaway, an admission that
one's wardrobe dates from the
Post Polyester era
Shirts, of any style, must
appear to be gifts. Shoes should
almost always be brown, though
scuffy black is appropriate for
formal wear, and since spring is
here, one will no longer be
considered
peacocky
for
sporting shoes of a very dingy
white. One item that the purposely bad dresser must own is
an outdated tuxedo; the lapels
being either too wide or too
narrow
You may have noticed fantasy
creeping in here. Perhaps I still
harbor illusions about being
mistaken for a member of the
old-clothes aristocracy. I have, in
fact, a recurrent dream in which
a reporter from Town and
Country comes to interview me.
I am togged out in tweedy,
nondescript brown. The interviewer, a person of some
taste, if no background, clearly
admires my spotted tie but tries
to hide his envy by asking about
my wrinkled trousers. I tell him
that men of my stature do not
have their pants pressed; we
send them away to a little shop

and Michelle Williams demonstrate iltis

in Saville Row to have them
specially crumpled. Our closets
are stocked with vintage clothes
acquired, we forget how, shortly
after the last Crusade.
I will inform the interviewer
that I myself, own a particularly

well-aged pair of white flannel
tennis trousers that I break out
on special occasions. I also, of
course, have a brown pair. But,
sorry, I can't really remember
where my clothes come from I
simply have them.
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Across The Nation
Campus Events
Stock Weapons, Not Suicide
Pills, says a University of Texas
conservative student group. The
Texas Review Society, formed in
1983 to publish a conservative
journal, is passing around
petitions urging the university to
stockpile guns The purpose of
the effort, says group members,
is to show how ludricous cyanide
pill petitions are. A UT student
senator recently started circulating a suicide pill petition on
the Austin campus.
Freshmen Come To College
expecting to become doctors,
lawyers, and writers, but many
shift their interest to business and
teaching by the time they're
seniors. That's one indication of
a Stanford Univ. study which
surveyed one in five graduating
seniors Among 1981 graduates,
the proportion seeking business
careers grew from 17% to 29%;
those planning to teach jumped
to 10% from 5.7%.
Hart, Torricelli Wants All
Students In 'National Youth
Service'—Colorado Sen Gary
Hart and Rep. Robert G.
Torricelli. D-N.J., introduced
identical plans into the Senate
and the House requiring young
men and women to serve at least
one year in national domestic or
military service.
The "national youth service"
would require 12 to 24 months
of service, and issue penalties for
non-compliance
University of Texas-Austin
Students
Want Campus
Disarmed —More than 200
students have signed a petition
to remove an unarmed missile
and cannon from the grounds of
the ROTCbuilding.
"There's no justification for the
things being there," says Scott
Mel vimv, petition sponsor. "All
they do is promote aggression."
Temple University Ordered
To Ban On-Campus Army
Recruitment—Responding to
complaints that the Army
discriminates
against
homosexuals, the Philadelphia
Human Relations Commission
told Temple officials to keep
army recruiters off campus, or
risk violating the city's Fair
Practice Ordinance which
protects gay rights.
RIP.

MTV

At

B.Y.U.-

Condemning rock music videos
for containing "sex, drugs,
witchcraft and the bizarre."
Mormon bishops banned MTV
in Brigham Young University

housing.
Students are circulating a
petition to reinstate the cable
channel
Communications Gap Nets
Tutition
Refund —The
University of Pittsburgh awarded
$88 refunds to nine student who
claimed they shouldn't have to
pay for a math class taught by
two foreign-born grad students
with thick accents.
The accents, they said, made
it impossible to understand what
was being taught
Notes From All Over—At the
suggestion of a campus
newspaper columnist, a capacity
crowd in Duke University's
cafeteria hurled home fries,
mashed potatoes, spaghetti,
chicken nuggets and various
veggies. Officials claim the food
fight was not a protest of
cafeteria food.
Termites
revolted in Nichols State's
cafeteria, pouring out of the
walls during lunch hour A local
exterminator says the swarm was
looking for a warmer residence. .
Michigan State University
horticulturists claim they're
national leaders in pickle
production mechanization and
"one of the top two or three in
overall pickle research."

University of Maryland officials now have stopped
searching students as they
emerge from campus cafeterias,
figuring students have learned
not to steal silverware.
"We curtailed the stealing,"
reports Matthew Sheriff, director
of food services at the College
Park campus, where students
have lifted about 15.000 glasses
and 25.000 pieces of silverware
and stolen countless sandwiches
since fall term started.
"We wanted to make students
aware they couldn't take food
out." he explains.
The way he did it. however,
was to have campus officials
search students for food and
utensils as they left the
cafeterias.
"It's an invasion of my personal privacy," freshman Steve
Broadman told The Diamondback, the student newspaper,
after his bookbag was searched.
"From what I know about the
law. I think it's illegal."
The searches may be "on
shaky ground," agrees campus
legal aid director William
Salmond.
Most colleges figure students

will steal food and supplies
equivalent to three to seven
percent of sales, says Don
Jacobs, president-elect of the
National Association of College
and University Food Services.
And most control theft by
using computerized records to
monitor purchases and inventories, Jacobs adds.
At the University of Pennsylvania, where Jacobs is dining
services director, computerized
records help "students know that
if they steal something, we'll find
out about it pretty quick." Jacobs
says.
But food and utensil theft is
getting to be so bad that schools
nationwide are relying less on
student honor codes and more
on stiff fines to control it, he
notes.
Jacobs questions whether
searches help, however, saying
they're inconsistent with college
efforts to get students to behave
like adults by treating them as
adults.
Maryland's Sheriff says the
policy permitting him to search
students' bags and packages has
been "on the books" for a long
time, but never instituted until

The Party's Over At U.S.C.A Number of Asian Pacific
student organizations lost oncampus party privileges after a
flurry of fist fights and marijuana
smoking broke up the groups'
January parties.
The "indefinite moratorium"
will last until student activities
director Nadine Felix-Olmsted
meets with law enforcement
officials and
organization
spokesmen to improve security.
Computer-Assisted Grade
Tampering
Makes
Fake
Diploma Scams Obsolete —No
one knows the extent of electronic grade tampering, but Rep.
William
Hughes,
D-N.J..
sponsor of a computer crime
measure passed by the last
Congress, says schools could
lose credibility if the problem
isn't documented.
A spokesman for the Los
Angeles County district attorney's office warned schools to
increase security measures to
avoid such recent incidents as
faked transcripts planted in the
Univ. of Southern' California's
computer, and the attempted
access to Stanford's computer by
a high school sophomore.

THaNK
mmwm

U. Maryland Stops the Search
now.

Student Nancy Skinner thinks
the issue is more about food than
knives and forks.
"(Sheriff) didn't want people
taking out sandwiches and
apples" because a percentage of
their profit is from people who
pay for a meal plan and then
don't eat," Skinner says.
Two
weeks
ago.
the
University of Texas announced
its food service was in debt
because too many students
actually were using their campus
meal tickets.
Sheriff says the problem at
Maryland was that the theft rate
had increased.
He has suspended the
searches because the theft
problem is "now under control."
"We curtailed the stealing. We
wanted to make students aware
they can't take food out," Sheriff
adds.
"I hope we don't have to do it
again. Sheriff said.
Skinner, The Diamondback's
assistant managing editor,
believes the "public outcry," not
the easing of theft, convinced
Sheriff to stop the searches.
"A lot of people were upset
about it," she says.

Lisa
Kovalsky
and
Terry
McAllister were selected by
their co-workers as "student
employees of the month" in the
Dining Hall. In honor of their
achievement the dining service
presented a $50 Savings Bond
to each, and their names were
engraved upon a special plaque.
From left to right are Lisa
Kovalsky, Doris Carey. Dining
Hall Service Manager, Terry
McAllister.

photo by Booty

A new program of "student
supervisors" was instituted this
semester by the Dining Service.
This program will provide excellent experience for the
student supervisors as well as
providing improved service to
the customers. One of the
principal functions of the
"student supervisor" is one-toone
communication
with
student workers. The supervisor should provide a two way
channel of communication
between the student workers
and the management personnel. Seated from left to right
are Sonja Venters, Michele
Hutchinson. Brenda Mangum
and Mike Estes; Standing, left
to right are Wendy Glasscock.
Reeva Spradlin, Greg Woebke,
Rachel Bowman and Kim
Haney.

photo by Booty
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SUN Difficulties
Michele Williams
"Alot of the people of the SUn committee were my
friends—they could have told
me to shape-up, but instead they
decided to impeach me before I
even had a chance." Darryl
Kerkeslager, Suns ex-president,
said after his meeting with S-un
officers.
According to Junior Charlie
Sanders, who has been with Sun from the very beginning of his
stay here at Longwood, the
situation has been building for
quite some time. "The idea was
brought up to me that we could
impeach our president," said
Sanders, "because we didn't feel
that he was living up to his jobjust little things at first; like not
coming to us until the problem
has already happened and there
was nothing to do about it and
letting his personal ideas get in
the way of things that we wanted
to do—things that would bring
more money into Sun. he
doesn't know how to talk to
agents, he didn't contact the
vice-president that he was
leaving for a week and just left
his girlfriend in charge, and the
list goes on. We still want him to
stay in Student Union to work
with the next president, whoever
it will be, to gain some experience and try to learn from
that. He said 'no' and hasn't
spoken to any of us since."
On Monday night, March 4,
Sun members decided that
Kerkeslager was not carrying out
his presidential duties. After
being told by senior S-un
member Charlie Sanders that he
was
being
impeached,
Kerkeslager refused to resign
until he saw the 260 student
signatures required for impeachment of any officer. In
addition
to the student
signatures a 2/3 majority vote by
Sun officers was needed, and
after much deliberation the 2/3
majority was reached.
According to Sanders and
Chris Stott of the S-un committee. Kerkeslager was not at
every event, and "the events he
did attend he stayed for no more
than 20 minutes, and I always
ended up meeting the performers myself." Sanders said.
"Not to mention." Sanders
added, "the fact that Darryl
never even worked with our
vice-president, Terri Rong. Terri
even told me he felt alienated at
times."
Kerkeslager, on the other
lid he felt i

Administration/ Faculty Salaries
Administration

Faculty salaries
In keeping with other state school newspapers in Virginia and
across the nation. The Rotunda editorial board approved a motion to
print the salaries of Longwood s Administration and Faculty. Though
we wish to pass these figures on with as little editorial comment as
possible, it behooves us to note the vast difference in the salaries of
the administration on the upper hand and those of the faculty on the
lower. Though hardly surprising, these differences are most appalling to us. In fact, they should indicate insult of grave magnitude
not only to faculty members but also to us as students. We ask that
you use these not as trivia, but that you question the fairness of a
system in which the main business of the College education is placed
low on the list of financial priorities.

Faculty Salaries
1984-85
Allen. Merry
Allen-BIedsoe, Edna
Anderson. Nancy
Andrews. Jo Leslie
Andrews. Nancy
Arehart, John
Austin. John
Baldridge. Mark
Ballard. Chester
Banton. R Lee
Batts. Billy
Betenas, Eduard
Bishop. Barbara
Blasch. Robert
Bobbin. Eleanor
Breil, David
Breil. Sandra
Brooks. N Barton
Caleb. James
Calihan, David
Callaway. Carolyn
Can.John
Challender. Craig
Cook. Martha
Couture. Richard
Craft. Carolyn
Cross. Sandra
Crowl. James
Curley, James
DeWitt. Charles
Douglas. Otis
Edmonson, Randall
Egbert, Louard
Elliott. George
Ernouf. Anita
Etheridge. Elizabeth
Fawcett, Louis R
Ferguson. Lynn
Fields. Owen
Flynn. Elisabeth
Fowlkes. Melinda
Frank. William
Gibbons. Robert
Graham. Gerald
Gussett, James
Hall. L Marshall
Hamlett. Frances
Harh.mm. Darrell
Harbour, C Krli
11 irbour, William
Harding. William
|y, lohn
1

Base
30.930
24.230
25.145
26.555
26,120
22,910
25.545
23.665
19,390
29,235
28.705
19.375
31.780
29,585
33,925
32,274
29.409
18,691
20.515
20.495
23,015
32,753
19,550
24.550
22,200
28,780
21,135
24,360
23,320
27,365
22.275
22.135
28,000
26.890
30.585
31.900
29,204
20.865
27,735
28,555
19.360
42.010
32,995
29.780
31.570
29.9
23
25.5
20.018
20.901
910

Total
Add. Pay
4,962
4.100
2.056
0
0
1.862
4.423
0
5,665
0
4.768
0
6.954
100
2.100
3.415
0
2.007
0
1.590
450
0
3.930
1.103
50
4,880
1.568
0
6.518
1.602
0
982
3 124
0
3,200
0
0
3,200
0
0
694
3.720
5.4b"
1.584
3.258
4,247
2.100
0
40
0
0
.20
0

Merit
Pay
0
0
600
0
0
600
0
0
600
0
0
0
0
0
625
554
554
501
0
575
500
553
0
600
0
0
500
500
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
500
554
0
0
575
500
600
0
rum

o
0
0
0
0
0

Total
35.892
28,330
27,801
26,555
26.120
25,372
29.968
23,665
25,655
29.235
33.473
19.375
38,734
29.685
36.650
36,243
29.963
21.199
20.515
22.660
23,965
33,306
23.480
26,253
22,250
33,660
23,203
24,860
29,838
28,967
22,275
23.117
31.124
26.890
33.785
32.4(H)
29,758
24,065
27,735
29,130
20.554
46.330
38.464
31.864
■428
34.227
25.484

22.611
20 'M)0

Base Pay Merit Pay

Janet Greenwood
Verna Armstrong
Donald Lemish
Phyllis Mable
Nancy Shelton
Sarah Young
H. Donald Winkler
Hoke Currie
Meredith Strohm
Brenda Kidd

Faculty Salaries
1984-85
Kelly. Jill
Kidder.F. Richard
Klayton, Dennis
Lane, Charles
Lockwood, Patton
Lund. Michael
Lust. Patricia
Maxwell. Maurice
May. Robert
May. Susan
McCombs. Freda
McCort. Donald
McCreary, Eva
McWee. Wayne
Merkle. Donald
Merling. Janet
Meshejian. Wayne
Millar, Gilbert J.
Minks, Lawrence
Mischenko. Tamara
Mohr, Ralph
Montgomery. W. Bruce
Mossier, Daniel
Myers, Frieda
Neal. Nelson
Noone. E. T.
Noone. N.Jean
O'Neil. Shirley
Orth, Geoffrey
Osborn. Marilyn
Peake. Lucinda
Peale, John
Perkins. Kenneth
Ra.Jung
Rubley.Earl
Schneider. Hany
Scott. Marvin
Sedgwick, Ellery
Silveira. Maria
Simpson, Madeline
Simpson Johnson, Marilyn
Sizemore, Ray
Smith, Barbara
Smith, Edward
Sneller. Maur |
Sprague. Rosemary
Springer, Homer
Stmson. Ma-.
Stonlkinb
Stuart, Donald
Tin
'
Ik
'

Base
17.185
30.405
27.150
39.390
32.870
24.905
23,190
24,110
20.175
31.250
28.184
23.025
28.185
31.495
24,699
18,000
23.300
30.335
33.125
20,635
21.500
27.680
21.050
24,880
21.670
25.835
24.545
36,350
19.520
23,785
17.050
26.025
18.000
28,565
26,840
24.463
35 755
19.700
26,650
23,110
23.435
32.060
$3,310
(1 870
<<>,720
26.810
27.770
10.575
2H 2
11

Total
Add. Pay

0
2.000
2.450
1.800
750
900
900
500
500
750

Merit
Pay

3.76375
180
1.345
2,112
2,421
2.170
0
5.710
0
0
808
0
0
5,160
4.157
0
3.434
0
6.764
0
0
1.548
0
50
1.560
0
0
0
0
1.359
0
0
0
1 156
0
6.640
1.252
1.722
1.473
420
500
0
0
4 208
0
3.720
2.089
0
1
1 121

Total

70.999
54.585
58.355
52.735
25.840
31.915
46.510
23.105
27.650
19.636

Total

675
625
0
0
0
600
0
0
0
675
554
0
0
0
554
0
0
500
0
0
0
565
0
0
500
0
0
0
600
500
0
0
0
0
o
560
0
0
0
o
0

o
0
600
0
o
575
0
0
0

0

0
!

I

70.999
52.585
55.905
50.935
25.090
31,015
45,610
22.605
27.150
18.886

21,62375
31.210
28.495
41.502
35.291
27.675
23.190
29.820
20.175
31,925
29.546
23.025
28.185
36,655
29.410
18.000
26,734
30,835
39.889
20.635
21.500
29,793
21.050
24.930
23.730
25.835
24,545
36,350
20,120
25,644
17.050
26.025
18.000
31.721
26.840
31.671
37,007
21.422
28.123
23 530
23
32.060
13.310
31.713
31.870
40 440
27,470
29.859
10
\2 181
21.411
31
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New Site Selected For Archeology Field School
By Eddie Hollander
A new site has been selected
for Longwood's Archeology
Field School for the summer of
1985. Located in Buckingham
County, the Morris Field Archeological Site was selected
from among eight potential sites
by Dr. James Jordan, Director
of the Archeology Field School.
Contributing to the selection,
said Jordan, in an interview last
week, were various indicators of
the site's potential including
surface evidence of projectile
points and pottery shards as well
as soil discoloration indicating an
area of prehistoric activity. "This
site has really got the green light
going for it," said Jordan.
In addition to the positive
indicators of the site*s potential.
Jordan noted that possible
purchase of the land by the
Virginia Park System (Holiday
Lake State Park is within a mile
of the Morris Site) as well as
biannual plowing of the land
endanger the prehistoric artifacts
embedded there. "It doesn't look
like it has much of a chance of
surviving," he said
The Archeology Field School
at Longwood began in the
summer of 1980 when Jordan
and Field School students excavated the Anna's Ridge Site, a
"5,000-year-old hunting and
gathering basecamp." located
twenty miles east of the
Longwood
campus.
Work
continued on the Site until the
summer of 1982 when the Field
School excavated the Willis
Mountain Rockshelter Site, a
600-year-old cave located 17
miles north of campus. In the
second session of the 1982 Field
School, the Smith TaylorMound Site, located one mile

from Longwood,
was excavated. Work was continued at
the Smith-Taylor Site through
the summer of 1983. when
Virginia Governor Charles Robb
visited the excavation, and
1984. Over the three years of
excavation, artifacts as old as
900 years were unearthed at the
site.
The Morris Field Site, located
by 1983 LC graduate Cindy
Morris, begins to draw to a close
the circle around Farmville
which Jordan has kept in mind
when selecting sites for ex-

Parking Policy Needs Change

cavation "We're aiming for an
understanding of the prehistoric
activity in our area," he said.
Students may now enroll for
either session of Summer Field
School. All interested students
are invited to gather Wednesday, April 3, from 6 to 6:30
p.m. in Hiner 206 for an introductory meeting. Slides taken
at the Morris Site will be shown,
and surface artifacts found there
will be exhibited. In addition. 20
slides of last summer's excavation at the Smith-Taylor
Mound Site will be shown.

By Frank Raio

on freshman parking would be a
step in the right direction
The parking situation at towards decreasing the suitcase
Longwood College is in bad college syndrome. If freshmen
shape and is not getting any could not bring their cars, they
better. At times it is impossible to would have no means of
find a single parking spot; transporting suitcases any great
resident students are often distance. It would follow that if
forced to park illegally in order to these students were forced to
get to class on time. The solution create weekend fun right here at
to this problem is simple, it has Longwood during their first year,
been employed by other schools good habits would be developed
and will completely alleviate for
subsequent years. A
Longwood's parking hassles.
reduction in the number of
Resident students should not be students
who migrate on
permitted to bring cars with them weekends would also lead to a
during their Freshman year.
reduction in the number of
The administration, which has students who transfer from
ample parking facilities, does not Longwood in favor of more
like this obvious remedy The weekend-oriented schools.
The administration is willing to
first and foremost fear is that
such a policy would put lose prospective students by
Longwood at a disadvantage in
prohibiting off-campus housing
comparison with other schools in in order to promote "opthe never-ending competition for portunities for personal growth,
prospective students. This is a development, and education"
valid concern, but may easily be that group residential living
dealt with by allowing exceptions provides. Does this developto the rule. Exceptions could be ment and growth not occur on
granted to students with special weekends as well? Why does this
needs. For example, freshmen commitment to residential living
who need transportation for not extend to attempts to reduce
work would be allowed a parking suitcase college syndrome? It
permit. To insure that the new seems rather inconsistent.
parking policy does not lessen
The extra parking spaces
the quality of applicants, ex- created by even an exceptionladen freshman parking policy
ceptions could be granted to.
let's say. all freshmen who would greatly reduce the
graduated in the top twenty number of tickets that are given
percent of their high school to students by police from both
classes. If these exceptions are the town of Farmville and
stated in all literature that is Longwood. We have been fined
mailed out to prospective thousands of dollars because of
students, the fear that parking this fouled-up parking situation.
restrictions
will reduce the The motley crew that is the
quality
of
applicants
to parking appeals committee has
Longwood
will be greatly little sympathy for our problem,
rejecting half of all cases which
reduced.
An argument can be made were thought unjust enough to
that limiting parking for fresh- be sent to them by our apathetic
men will increase Longwood's student body.
The fact that the campus
attractiveness to high school
police
were recently granted
seniors over a period of time.
High school guidance counselors permission (by the parking
everywhere are informing their committee) to attach wheel
advisees that Longwood is a boots to autos which have three
suitcase college (that's what I unpaid tickets is another reason
was told). Surely this image is to correct our parking system.
more damaging to Longwood These boots render cars useless
than any parking restrictions and will be shaving buzzes
Dr. James Jordan examines pre- historic hand axe with owner of the
might be.
campus-wide in the very near
Morris site.
I submit that putting limitations future.
gccEgttm *******"^**'"*-"^****""*"«-,-"<****T».l
The parking situation is only
tV»e
going to get worse and unless
See
some more asphalt is put down,
restrictions on freshman parking
is necessary to the future of
Longwood College.
Fifteen tickets are available at *12.50 each

m '>

KINKS IN CONCERT!
to LCS students

Thursday, March 28th
University of Richmond
Transportation will be arranged at low cost.

Cotton Patch Gospel!

Interested persons should see Joyce Trent in the
Student Union Office as soon as possible.

Payment Due Wednesday, March 27th
.'.lUn^HUHMUiummMM^r^

The Rotunda would
like
to
extend
apologies to the Sports
Information Office and
the Public Affairs
Office for our inability
to publish last week.
Thank you for your
patience.

i
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Frat Beer & Sex Guide Upends Greeks
University of Florida officials
have suspended a fraternity and
are likely to probe all the
fraternity "little sister" programs
on campus after one house
started selling a raunchy handbook to students.
The handbook names certain
female students, and recommends how many beers it takes
to persuade them to engage in
sexual intercourse.
Put out by the Beta Theta Pi
house and offered for $2 a copy,
the book also outlines the sexua!
escapades of members.
The fraternity says the book
was intended as a joke, but
university administrators aren't
amused.
"Whether it was meant as a
joke or as a National Lampoon,
we don't find it funny." says
assistant student affairs Dean
Thomas Dougan
"It is extremely inappropriate.'"
The booklet also calls some
students "sand niggers and
pointy heads." and makes antisemitic references to others
In a prepared statement, the
fraternity president said the
handbook is not an official
publication of and is not condoned by the fraternity.
The handbook is "in poor
taste." says Thomas Beyer of the
national
Beta Theta Pi
organization.
National fraternity officials

can't recall seeing similar
handbooks at other schools.
But the head of a group
monitoring fraternity hazing
practices says she has been told
of "dozens and dozens" of
similar publications.
"I'm hearing more and more
of this type of thing." says Eileen
Stevens of Sayville, N. Y., who
founded the Committee to Halt
Useless College Killings after her
son was killed in a fraternity
initiation ritual.
But, Stevens says, this is the
first time one has been sold
publicly.
"In most cases, these things
never see the light of day
because the girls are embarrassed, the members don't
talk about it publicly and there is
a secretive shroud covering what
goes on at individual chapters."
she says.
In this
case.
Florida
suspended Beta Theta Pi for the
remainder of 1985. and its "little
sister" program for an indefinite
period.
The university also may
review all such programs at the
school.
"Little sister" programs try to
involve female students in activities of a fraternity. Most often
the females are not sorority
members.
But the Fraternity Executives
Association says "little sister"
programs are "not desirable"

because they distract members
from fraternity goals.
Stevens says the programs
frequently lead to coercion of
female members who do not do
what fraternity members ask of
them.
One UF "little sister" told the
student newspaper she is treated
like a maid.
Dean of Student Affairs James
Scott is to decide within the
week whether to launch the
campus-wide probe of "little
sister" groups.

LC Raises Tuition
Longwood's 1985-86 tuition
and fees for in-state residential
undergraduate students have
been increased by 4.3 percent
under a modified meal plan and
by 6.9 percent under the
traditional meal plan The total
costs for the 1985-86 academic
year will be $4,574 and $4,686.
respectively.
For out-of-state students,
tutition and fees have been
raised by 2.6 percent under the
modified meal plan and by 4.6
percent for the standard meal
approach. The totals are $5,756
and $5,868, respectively.
Total costs for undergraduate
day students will increase from
$1,851 to $2,018.
Tuition and fees for next year
were approved March 15 by the
executive committee of the
Board of Visitors, which was
acting on behalf of the full

Board For the first time,
residential Longwood students
will have a choice of eating 15
meals a week in the dining hall
or the standard 19 meals.
The 15-meal plan will cost
$112 less. The alternate plan
was instituted at the request of
students.
Tutition costs alone will be
same for both undergraduate
and graduate full-time students.
$1,218. This is a $102 reduction
for graduate students and
reflects the opinion of College
officials that the costs are equal
at Longwood for educating
undergraduate and graduate
students.
The
Board's executive
committee also approved an
increase in the Nursery School
Fee. from $380 to $400 for the
complete session from September to April.

Miss Longwood Pageant winners (l-r) 1985 Miss Longwood Kimberle Kenworthy, first runner
up Gayle Arpe, second runner-up Elizabeth Chalmers, third runner-up Martha Pruitt.

PINOS PIZZA
Large Peperoni Pizza
DELIVERY ONLY 50<J
5:04 P.M.'til Closing
Daily Specials

$6.25
\t&

«

MONDAY
ITALIAN HOAGIE

W/ CHIPS

$2.00
TUESDAY

SPAGHETTI W/SALAU •

$2.85
WEDNESDAY

LASAGNA \\vSALAD

$3.99

THURSDAY
$1.00 OKK LARGE OK .W OFF MEDIUM
FRIDAY
$i .96

MEATBALL PAKMIGIANO

SATURDAY
$2.00

PIZZA STEAK

SUNDAY
$3.20

BAKED ZITA W/SALAD

DINNER SPEC1A1

2M EXTRA TO GO ONLY.
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Player Of The Week
Sophomore designated hitter
Jeff Mayone helped Longwood's
baseball team win two of three
games last week and for his
performance. Mayone has been
chosen Longwood College
Player of the Week for the
period March 15-22 Player of
the Week is picked by the
Longwood Sports Information
Office.
Mayone, a graduate of Morris
Knolls High School, is hitting
.381 with 19 runs-batted-in and
a team high 5 homers to help

Longwood's baseball team get
off to a 13-2 start in the 1985
season.
"Jeff has given us some
outstanding extTa-base hitting
and many RBI's during the early
season," said Lancer coach
Buddy Bolding.
"His performance at the plate has helped
offset a slow start by our pitching
staff. He is developing into one
of the best hitters we have yet
had at Longwood. He also
continues to work hard in
developing his overall skills."

Lacrosse Team Wins
Longwood's women's lacrosse
team benefitted from a balanced
scoring attack and solid defense
Wednesday afternoon and
defeated
visiting
Mary
Washington 12-9 in the season
opener. A Sunday game with
the University of North Carolina
club team was rained out.
On tap for this week are
games at Sweet Briar Tuesday
(4:00) and at home against
Randolph-Macon Woman's
College Thursday (4:30).

Scoring for the Lady Lancers
in Wednesday's victory were:
Kim Rhodes with three goals,
and with two goals Mariana
Johnson. Rala Heinen, Ellen
Cykowski and Sue Goff. Teresa
Alvis had one.
"I was very pleased with our
opening game performance,"
said lacrosse coach Carolyn
Hodges. "We were able to do
some things offensively and the
defense looked a lot stronger
than I had thought it would."

Rain Silences Lancer Bats
Three days of wet weather
accomplished what 32 opposing
pitchers have failed to do thus far
in the 1985 season—silence
Longwood's booming bats.
The Lancers, who topped
Maryland Baltimore County
Wednesday 12-9. lost three
games to the weather Saturday
and Sunday as two contests with
Mount St. Mary's and one with
Shippensburg were postponed
because of wet conditions.
This week the 13-2 Lancers
are scheduled to host Maryland
Eastern Shore Tuesday and visit
King and Tusculum Saturday
and Sunday for a pair of
weekend
doubleheaders.
Looming on the horizon is a trip
to Charlottesville to take on the
Virginia Cavaliers Tuesday.
April 2. Longwood took a hardearned 2-1 victory at UVA last
season.
Lancers Sport .359
Team Batting Average
When the Lancers pounded
three UMBC pitchers for 15 hits
and 12 runs Wednesday it

marked the 10th time in 15
games that the team has scored
10 or more runs this season.
Sporting the red-hot .359 team
batting average. Longwood has
now stretched to 89 its streak of
no-shutout games. The Lancers
haven't been blanked since the
end of the 1982 season.
Leading the assault in
Wednesday's victory was the
heart of the Lancer batting
order. Jeff Rohm, Jeff Mayone.
Allen Lawter and Kelvin Davis
the number three, four, five and
six hitters, accounted for 10 hits,
two homers, three doubles and
seven runs-batted-in.
Rohm. Davis and Mayone
had three hits apiece while
Lawter blasted a 3-run homer in
the fourth inning when the
Lancers took a commanding 113 lead. Rohm, who had two
doubles, drove in a pair of runs
in the fourth with his first twobagger. He now has nine
doubles and a sizzling .489
batting average.
Davis Leading Hitter

Davis, a freshman who hits like a
senior, upped his batting
average to .513, tops on the
team. Mayone ripped his fifth
homer and upped his batting
average to .381 in the win over
UMBC Mayone has 19 RBI's,
but trails Lawter who leads the
club with 23 and is hittinq .435.
Todd Ashby picked up the win
for Longwood with ninth inning
relief help from Tony Browning.
Ashby retired 18 of the 21
batters he faced from the third
through the eighth inning, but
ran out of gas in the ninth when
UMBC rallied for five runs.
Browning struck out the final
batter to end the game. Ashby is
3-1 for the year.
Browning extended his string
of innings wih no walks to 21 for
the season. The sophomore
righthander is 3-0 with a 3.00
earned run average, tops among
Longwood pitchers with 20 or
more innings of work.

IAA Update
The Intramural Athletic
Association continues this week
with tennis, softball and spades.
Men's tennis doubles is underway with 20 teams competing for the title.
There are eight teams
remaining in the Spades
competition.
Practice games for softball
(men's and women's) will be

held this week. Teams must sign
up in Her Gym and must show
up for the time your team picked
or your team will be forfeited
from the tournament. There are
44 teams competing in softball
this year.
Entry blanks for Superstars
Competition, along with an IAA
meeting at 6:30 in Lankford, are
due on March 27.

Campbell Pitches No-Hitter
By Judy Painter

Senior pitcher M. J. Campbell
hurled the first no-hitter in
Longwood softball history in the
1985 season opener Thursday
afternoon and the Lady Lancers
took a 5-2. 15-1 twin bill from
visiting Fenum College at the
Farmville Armory field.
Campbell, who pitched her
way out of several jams, got solid
backing from Longwood's
defense for the most part
Thursday afternoon
In the
nightcap, freshman Andrea
•risky turned In a solid p
formance, limiting the Panth
■ hits
idlng 1
id In hit

Tuesday
for
a
2:00
doubleheader; host UNCGreensboro at 3:00 Thursday
and visit Averett Saturda

%
>

l;

> » .

SAFE AT SECOND —Lancer Dennis Leftwich steals a base against UMBC.

Curris photo

Gymnast Advances To Nationals
By Jim Winkler

isecutive
r will represent
the

performed better on bars than
ever before in the tournament.
"Until tl
mats I hadn'1 hit
my

.ill ;.. ar

r

secutive years Last year, the
Falls Church native competed .is
.i flooi specialist and finished
11th oul of I '
■
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Sociology;Major Contributes To Hospice Organization
By Dierdre McKendry
Dane Bragg, a senior
Sociology major at Longwood,
is participating in the "Directed
Study in Hospice Organization
and Planning Program." This
study is aimed at enhancing aid
and comfort for the terminally ill
in the Farmville area.
Bragg, who is working with
Dr. Chet Ballard as his advisor,
feels that his background as a
Sociology major has proven
helpful and interesting regarding
his work with a hospice: "The
most useful thing I have learned
was from my 'Social Research'
course, which applies Sociology
more than theory." His
curriculum has also included
"Introduction to the Human
Services,"
and
"Social
Problems" where the topic of the
hospice has been discussed.
Having decided to follow up on
his study of the hospice, Bragg is
participating in the Directed
Study program by working with
a hospice organization and
helping it to become a reality.
In the formation of the hospice
organization, Ballard will be
working with Bragg by having
meetings to facilitate the
development of the new service.
As board member of the
organization now being formed,
Ballard will make an effort to
dictate what the services of the
organization will be. He is
working at creating a structure
that will become the hospice as
well as informing people exactly

Artist of the Month
Sarah Kramer, a junior from
Williamsburg. is Longwood
liege's Artist of the Month for
March.
Her winning work is an
illustration "obtained from a
photograph using a grid
method." she said. She used a
combination of acrylic paints and
markers and "flat shades of color
values to create a feeling of
abstraction."
Ms. Kramer received a $50
cash award, and her work is on
display in Longwood's Bedford
Art Building through the month
of March.
An art major with a concentration in graphic design, Ms.
Kramer hopes to continue her
studies in graduate school after
she receives her degree from
Longwood in 1986. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
P. Kramer of Williamsburg.
The Artist of the Month
competition is open to all
students enrolled in art classes at
uongwood. The winner is
selected by members of the
rollege's art faculty.
Second and third place
vinners for March are Cindy
Southall and Patty Dewey.

i

what services will be offered
Also assisting Bragg in the
hospice program is the Rev.
Rogers
Laudermilk,
a
Longwood graduate who now
presides over a circuit of
churches in the Charlotte-Prince
Edward County area. He is
helping by acting as Chairman of
the Board of Directors for
Hospice and is looked to as the
leader of the organization.
Laudermilk makes sure meetings
are held to evaluate the stage of
development the hospice is in.
He then works with Bragg over
the telephone as both discuss
what needs to be done about this
development.
Bragg's work in the program
involves the study of other
hospices, including his visiting
two such services in the Richmond
area
with
Rev.

Laudermilk. He also has been in
contact with Southside Community Hospital because of their
training for volunteers of
"Hospice of Southside Virginia.
Inc." Bragg is involved in the
training program for volunteers
of this new hospice. In addition,
he is also working on a brochure
to let the people of Prince
Edward County know exactly
what a hospice is.
Even though the hospice for
the Prince Edward County area
(also serving six adjoining
counties) will not be in operation
for about six more months,
volunteers are already being
encouraged to participate. The
"New Horizons Hospice" is the
name which has been given to
this
new
organization.
Professional people in the area
qualified to do counseling, such

<I<[ngs

dominion
For employment brochure,
call or write Kings Dominion,
Personnel Department, Box
166, Doswell, VA 23074,
phone: (804) 876-5373. EOE.

ATTENTION STUDENTS:

as physicians, clergy, and nurses
will do the official work for such
care that a terminally ill person
will certainly require; of course,
all people are encouraged to
help the hospice patients, as this
program will be on a volunteer
basis. Students from the colleges
in the area are urged to participate in the program, as well
as others able to lend their time
for these patents It basically
involves spending time with the
patient, giving comfort and
assistance, transporting the
patient, and taking care of the
patient when family members
are not able to.
What Bragg hopes to gain
from his efforts in the formation
of this new hospice is experience
in counseling or administrative
work, among his other interests
in Sociology. Working with the

Directed Study program has
interested him in the possibility
of working with a local hospice
when he graduates. He is also
considering working in Richmond where there are three
hospices already in operation.

FLORIDA SUNSHINE
EXPRESS SUBMARINE
Salami, Ham, Provolone, Lettuce, Tomatoes, Onions.
Oil and Vinegar on a sub loaf. Served with our homemade Macaroni Salad or our famous "C'risscut" fries.

Only

2.99

Now Accepting Applications for
Summer and Weekend Job Opportunities
park Open Weekends Beginning March 30. 1985
and Daily May 30, 1985
DID YOU KNOW THAT KINGS DOMINION PROVIDES...
• An opportunity to gain valuable job experience
• Excellent job skills training
• Opportunities for advancement and promotion to supers •
positions
• A quality working environment
• School credit for internships
• A competitive wage

392-6825
THE GREATEST STORY EVER RETOLD

PAY INFORMATION
PAY RATES PER HOUR
Food Service. Merchandise, Games,
Rides, and Admissions Supervisors
$4.25-$5.25
Office and Clerical
$3.60-54.50
Maintenance Helpers
$4.25-$4.40
Grounds /Landscapes
$4.30
Night Cleanup
$4.25
Cash Control
$4.10-$4.25
Manager Trainees
$4.05-$4.20
Warehouse Employees
$4.10
Cashier/Line Supervisors
$4.05
Switchboard Communications Operators
and Security Officers
$4.00
Guest Service Employees
$3.90
Marketing Researchers
$3.65
Food Service Employees
$350 + 20c
end of season bonus
Merchandise Games, Rides, Area Hosts and
Hostesses, Admissions, and Zoology Employees .. $3.JO
Pay rates subject to i hange
Interviews arc held at Kings Dominion Personnel Office
Mondav through Friday 2 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m.-12 noon

A BROADWAY WINNER!

n

lAUOPRtSS

"HARRY CHAPIN'S MUSIC IS PERFECT!
CONSTANTLY HUMOROUS AND MEANINGFUL."

M'Wi SON But "

"SMOWGOERS WILL FIND IT IRRESISTIBLE!"
|

01 NORTON BOSTON HIHAtUAMtm AN

Wednesday, March 27th at 8:00 p.m.
JARMAN AUDITORIUM
FREE TO LC STUDENTS *
Discover an excitement filled jubilant musical of sheer joy!
An American treasure" acclaimed by critics and by audiences,
that return again and again to see this exhilarating and buoyant
theatrical experience.''
•Only 600 Student Tickets!
Available at the Student Union Office. Lankford or at the door
First Come, First Served
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Grateful Dead Concerts: Spent Doin' Time. .
Special to The Rotunda
By Phillip Tate
Style Magazine
I ditorial Assistant
Last Thursday and Friday
jhts, March 21 and 22. The
iteful Dead began their
uai spring tour at
im. From the
>ks and sounds of things, their
■ig up the east coast should

ted fan

>nd

Thursday night, however, the
id encountered some sound
blems that persisted (to a
lesser extent) Into Friday night's
show. During the first two sets.
.ver was lost in several
speakers at different intervals.
The' overall mix was somewhat
muddy, and the band seemed
unsure as a result. The opening
song—"Alabama
Getaway" —
saw the band in fine form, and
had the festive crowd on its feet
and cheering immediately. The
remainder of the set consisted of
more laid back selections such as
"Tennessee Jed" and "They
Love Each Other." which were
received with equal enthusiasm.
During the
second
set.
however, the band seemed to
have lost much of its fire:
possibly because of the technical
difficulties. Standards such as
"China Cat Sunflower." "I Know
You Rider," and "The Wheel"

were tossed off without much
flare. During their traditional
presentation of improvisational
sound effects punctuated with an
off-the-cuff drum solo, boredom
settled in. Guitarist Jerry Garcia
and company seemed unable to
find an intriguing musical theme
to settle into With the exception
of a bouncy version of Chuck
Berry s "Johnny B Goode" and
the hypnotic "Wharf Rat." it
appeared that the psychedelic
let had lost all interest
keeping the night's festivities
afloat.
Fortunately. Friday night was
a different story The sound
mixing had improved markedly,
although trouble continued with
keeping power going through a
few of the speakers. With the
opening of the funky "Feel Like
A Stranger." it was apparent that
the band meant business. The
Dead's
unique mixture of
country, jazz, folk, acid and hard
rock was delivered with a brisk
up-beat punch Garcia was in
top flight with his melodically

flowing inventive guitar lickrising and falling with the
audience's response and never
lapsing into repetition. Bassist
Phil
Lesh.
and
drummers
Mickey Hart and Bill Kreutzman
provided
snappy
rhythm
throughout, while guitarist Bob
Weir matched Garcia's flowing
solos with clear counterpoint
Keyboardist Brent Mydiand kept
toes tapping with his wildly
careening solos Highlights of
the evening included "Sugar
Magnolia." "Ship of Fools."
"Cassady," "Don't Ease Me In."
and "Terrapin Station."
The Grateful Dead has been a
functioning unit for well over 20
years and as such has a vast
repertoire of songs.
Friday
evening's show contained no
songs done the previous night,
which is a welcome change from
the formula set by touring bands
that make up the overwhelming
majority of the music world.
They have the advantage of an
extremely loyal following that
attend concerts at every op-

portunity. A night as potentially
disappointing as Thursday night
is something which Dead's fans
easily forgive,
sighting the
evening as a "warminq-up"

period for the rest of the tour. If
Friday night is any indication,
this springtime party tour is going
to be a winner.

V ^

Terfyofo Cfncken

We've got
your basics....

Boneless bixost of chicken marinated
in our own terina/q sauce andsaidced
with fresh garden vegetables.

MEAT&
POTATOES.

ScnvdwtihScdad andRice Ptiaf

For The Whole Family!
Lead Grateful Dead guitarist Jerry Garcia at The Egyptian Pyramids,
where the band played in 1978.

392-6825

We Changed Our Name to
Family Steak House

—Complete Take-Out Menu
•Free Banquet Facilities
•Free Drink Refills
OPEN: 11:00 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 A.M. TO 11:00P.M.
FRI. AND SAT.
"Try Our Famous AH-U-Can-Eat
SALAD BAR"

Southgate
Shopping Center
Farmville, Va.

392-9567

m

LANCER CAFE!
$

Large Pizza

$

Medium Pizza

.75 Off
.50 Off

This Offer Expires Wednesday, April 3

anccr

CV'^'g*
M.MMMM.

18 W.
ID
FARMVILLE,
VIRGINIA
392-6755

HOURS: Monday-Wednesday 7 am - 2:30 pm
Thursday-Saturday 7 am - 9 pm
BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY
THURSDAY NIGHT "ALL YOU CAN EAT"
SPAGHETTI WITH SALAD BAR...$3.75
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
FRESH SEAFOOD
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Grad Admission Scores Decline
Students hoping to become
college teachers are scoring
lower on their grad school
entrance exams than other
students, a new study shows.
'The
doctoral
degree
programs are not attracting the
best and the brightest any
more," concludes Clifford
Adelman. who wrote the report
on the test scores for the
National Institute of Education
His study found grad school
entrance exam scores have
declined nationwide since 1982,
particularly among liberal arts
students likely to become
teachers
Adelman believes the decline
indicates undergraduates in
disciplines such as history and
political science are more likely
to skip graduate school and go
directly into the job market or
fessional programs such as
law.
"Students perceive
that
academic life is not as attractive

as other lives," he says.
Although Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) test scores
have declined as a whole since
1962. the decline varies widely
among disciplines, Adelman
says.
Political science majors' scores
have dropped sharply, while
those
of
mathematics,
economics, chemistry and
engineering majors have held
steady or risen slightly.
Most grad schools use the
GRE as an admissions test. The
exam focuses on certain thought
patterns-such as deductive
reasoning and the use of
smybolic systems—that are more
common in some disciplines
than others.
But Adelman believes another
factor is that the brightest
political science majors are not
even taking the GRE test
because they're not going on to
grad school.
If true, the quality of teaching

in many academic disciplines is
in jeopardy. Adelman says.
"If we're not putting the
quality students into the pipeline
of academia now, we're going to
face a dismal situation in the
1990s." he predicts.
Adelman's report shows test
scores declined precipitously
from 1962 to 1970, only to
resume falling at a more
moderate clip around 1976.
Changes in test questions and
scoring methods may help
explain the declines, Adelman
says.
But changes in demographic
variables such as age. race or
gender —which
are
cited
frequently to explain the decline
of test scores in high school
students—don't influence GRE
test scores, Adelman says.
"Only in combination with
undergraduate majors do these
variables begin to offer plausible
hypotheses of influence on test
score trends." he says.

When Students Become Criminals
(First in a Series)
ITEM: Twenty-three Penn
State U. students allegedly
participated in
a campus
burglary ring, stealing computer
parts, appliances, food, and
other items worth over $6,000.
Authorities said the students
stole "for thrill and adventure."
ITEM: A U. of Illinois student
was indicted last spring in
connection with a shooting
spree. A local police SWAT
team spent seven hours trying to
arrest the student, who had
barricaded
himself in
his
apartment. He was also indicted
on theft and burglary charges.
ITEM: Sexual assault charges
against college students are
being filed with
increasing
frequency.
ITEM: An Ohio State U.
student was convicted of passing
$300 in counterfeit bills in the
Columbus area. He was ordered
to make restitution, and put on
two years probation.
ITEM: Two U. of Texas
students were charged this fall
with committing a series of
robberies, reportedly to raise
money for college expenses.
One resigned the cheerleading
squad after his arrest.
Incidents such
as these
prompt many to comment that
the Ivory Tower is not more—
that campuses are now merely
microcosms of society, complete with their share of student
criminals.
But a random sample of
campus police chiefs, security
direi tors and |udi< ial offi<
little i
on the
■

i

Delaware Director of Student
Life Timothy Brooks. "We've
certainly seen a significant rise in
cases going through the judicial
process hre, but it's hard to say
that's because crime is going
up."
One thing that stops Brooks
and others from making a
definitive statement on the issue
is a lack of statistics: The only
national crime report kept is the
FBI-Uniform
Crime
Report,
released annually. Although it
has included a separate report
on campus crime since 1980,
that report covers less than 20
percent of campuses nationally.
"It's the best measure—and the
worst, in a way," says Jerry
Hudson, past president of the
International Association of
Campus
Law
Enforcement
Administrators,
and security
director at the U. of North
Caorlina-Charlotte.
"Crime
patterns vary widely between
two-year campuses and fouryear residential schools, between
public and private schools,
between
urban and rural
schools. It would take me a
month of Sundays to really
figure out the numbers involved,
but yes, I do feel that real crime
by students is up considerably "
Many campuses are experiencing more frequent reports
made on campus crime now. but
that doesn't necessarily mean
more crime occurs, insist some
campus officials. "Beginning In
the latter '70s. schools began
revising their disciplinary codes.
making them stricter, with
Pavela of the U

of Mankind.

spired more faith on the part of
faculty,
administrators and
students to reports crimes."
Pavela believes that's one reason
his campus has seen a 15
percent increase in judicial cases
within the last year. Hudson
adds
that
growing
professionalism on the part of
campus police also produces
more reports: "We're stressing
crime awareness more, and that
means we're inviting people to
come to us with
more
problems."
The U. of Delaware judicial
system handled 704 caes last
year, and 524 in the fall of 1984
alone, says Brooks. But he
believes that students, like
society at large, "are becoming
must less tolerant of inappropriate behavior." and more
likely to report their peers for
disruptive activity.
Attributing the increase in
crime
to greater reporting
doesn't relieve universities and
colleges from dealing with the
problem of handling more
disciplinary cases,
however.
That's a two-fold problem: It
involves protecting the campus
at large, and safeguarding the
rights of the accused. Also in
need of protection is the
reputation of the school, as no
campus wants to be known as a
high-crime area
In coming issues,
we'll
examine these problems and
look at: The new breed of
student conduct codes, the
Buckley Amendment vs. public
Informal

SK
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LOOSE BALL SCRAMBLE-Longwood's Kim Rhodes (15) and Rala Helnen
give chase in Wednesday lacrosse action.

Now They See The Light
Pre-professional students of
yesteryear
are
signaling a
warning for today's careeroriented collegians.
Executives,
engineers,
barristers, medical profesionals
and even retirees are returning in
droves
to
colleges
and
universities in pursuit of a liberal
education, according to Nancy
Musorafite of the Association of
American Colleges.
This growing trend's message
to
today's pre-professinal
students is that, "Once they
study that narrow curriculum
they will have to go back to
school to get that enlightenmenl
that
they
missed.-'
says
Musorafite. "We are hoping thai
undergraduates will see this and
say, 'Hey. maybe we'd better
study this now.''
In programs ranging from
William College's five week
summer session to Brandeis U.'s
One day literature semin,
professionals from a wide variety
of fields art'
front
suh)ects
sin h
.'l poll

stress-related
problems of
boredom, burnout and tunnel
vision by rediscovering the
values and perspectives found in
the liberal arts.
Executives who attend the
Williams
College program
"confront a whole new battery of
fields which shake up their
prejudices and
previously
conceived orientations," says
Director Fred Greene "It is an
Intellectually challening, and
often disturbing, experience for
them " Those attending include
executives from General Motors,
IBM. Mobile and Columbia
Pictures
Musorafite sees this as a
powerfully growing trend,
noting, for example, that the U.
of Missouri St. Louis can't find
enough instructors to keep up
with demand for its program
teaching executives how to
write
"The needs of non
traditional
students
are
oming clear to universiti.
"Non traditional
are hungry foi in
tellectual
stimu
ind
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New Interim S.A. Director: On The Move
By Barrett Baker
Although he may only be
working for Longwood at his
current job of interim director of
Student Activities for the next
three months, Eric Seaman is
setting new precedents in
Student Activities that will be
difficult for future directors to
continue.
Seaman first came to
Longwood College after personal difficulties left him in need
of some quick cash. "After I
graduated from the University of
Delaware, I came to live with my
parents in Buckingham and
decided that I really liked farming. In the process of trying to
turn my parent's farm into my
farm, I got in a big fight with my
dad and I needed a job really
quick When I was going to the
University of Delaware, I used to
drive buses to work my way
through school and when a
position opened here, I took it."
Taking the job turned out to
be a smart move for Seaman by
giving him some close contact
with members of the administration. "I had talked to
Phyllis Mable and Gary
Groneweg of Admissions to try
and get an admissions job. I had
also been working with Barbara
Bishop of the Fine Arts Center
and had been talking with the
person who was interim director
before me. When she had to
leave they had an opening that
they just wanted to fill quickly
and I was available—so that's
how Igot the job."
Unfortunately,
Seaman
probably won't be around after
this semester. Ric Weibl, Phyllis
Mable and others are currently
looking for someone with a
Masters degree and six years'
experience to fill the position on
a permanent basis
Charlie
Sanders, a member of the
Student Union, strongly believes
that they should stick with what
they've got. "He is doing an
excellent job!" says Sanders.
"He called me into his office, laid
out all my events that 1 would
have to do; he had read the
contract, highlighted areas that
he wasn't sure of, went over
them with me, cleared things up,
told me exactly what he wanted
done, asked me if I had any
suggestion on how to do
things—just making sure, on a
weekly basis, that we were
getting done what we were
supposed to do—which is good.
I mean IB. Dent even did that
with us!"
Whether he stays on as
Activities Director or not.
Seaman still plans to stay in the
area. Inevitably, or as an end
result, he would like to buy a
farm somewhere in the area —
but he needs the money first. In
the meantime, aside from

working with S-UN. he is Dr.
Greenwood's chauffeur when
she needs to utilize her traveling
time to the best advantage. "It's
a unique situation," says
Seaman, "because if I have to
take her to Washington for
instance, I have a chance to talk
to her for six hours, or at least
part of that time, when it would
otherwise be impossible to get an
appointment with her."
As the interim director.

between all the members of a
group called NACA (which
Longwood belongs to) that
books all the concerts in the
area. "There are a number of
schools in the state that are
affiliated with it." says Seaman.
"We are trying to get better
affiliated with all the other
facilities and all the other
directors. We are trying to get
better affiliated with all the other
facilities and all the other

open channels between all the
schools—and that can only help.
These things really haven't been
done here before."
Aside from trying to open a
path from all the other schools in
the state to Longwood. Seaman
is also trying to encourage a little
more school spirit among the
students themselves. For instance, the horror movies that
were shown last week cost about
$125 each and on the first night
of showing, only 22 people
showed up to see it. "We're
trying to get more feedback from
the students with this because we
want them to be more aware of
what things cost and to make us
more aware of what they might
be interested in." In an effort to
draw more people to group
events. SUN is working on a
deal with the snack bar to show
movies in the new lounge 30 that
people could come down to see
the movies and bring food and
beer in from the snack bar.
"People are conditioned to come
to the snack bar now." says
Seaman. "There was a mixer in
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the lower dining hall last week
and there were still about 250
people in the snack bar."
Seaman is also currently trying
to sponsor a donkey basketball
game featuring the fraternities of
Longwood against the fraternities of Hampden-Sydney with
representatives from Longwood
sororities also participating.
However, the weekend that the
event is scheduled for also
happens to be Greek week at
Hampden-Sydney and they
seem to be a little reluctant to
leave their campus at this point.
These are just a few ideas that
Seaman is trying to implement.
In just a few short weeks, Eric
Seaman has not only apparently
tried to increase the amount of
programs and generate more
enthusiasm for the students of
Longwood than many of the
past permanent directors ever
did. but he's also trying to bring
more attention to the Longwood
campus as a whole. Maybe we
should consider keeping him
around for a while longer
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Interim Student Activities Director Eric Seaman
Seaman's job for the remainder
of his term is to make sure that
the rest of the performances,
lectures, and mixers stay on
schedule and run smoothly.
However, Seaman is working
beyond that to try and start
innovative things for next Fall.
Currently, he is trying to get it
okayed with the Board of
Visitors to see if the students
would be willing to add an
additional $5 in student activities
fees for a super concert. "What a
super concert would be," says
Seaman, "is that once a
semester we would put on some
kind of large event—preferably
an outdoor thing with someone
like James Taylor or some kind
of major attraction."
Along with that, Seaman is
also trying to get a joint meeting

directors. We are trying to be
more aware of what's happening
on other campuses so that there
is better interaction between
schools." The purpose of doing
this would be to do what is called
cross-booking —if
another
school has an event that we can't
afford to have, we can buy
blocks of tickets from them.
"Another thing that happens
when you do this is if a band has
an extra day of travel in between
shows, you can sometimes pick
them up for practically nothing if
we can get them to play during
the day so they won't have to
put up their lights—even large
bands like Chicago or something
along that line. Not only will this
set a precedent that the next
director will hopefully continue
to follow, but it should also really
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